
Pr. Cyril -lecht,,pathology 	 5/5/94 
entral Nedical Center 6.; hospital 
1200 Centre ave.; 
Pittsburgh, PA 15219 

Dear Up:ill 

I finished that chapter, annotating it, before I had to lay the book aside.' 

Whenever you can get here we can then go over it, point by point. 

Meanwhile, Well as you've done against that Judenrat, stay away from Posher! 

He almost never responds and almost always attacks instead of responding anyway. 

Snd the media lets him het away with that. 

If you drive, before leaving let me lam the date and 	pgxerox a map showing 
70 

how to get here from IesiO, or to it, or from the DC side.It is short and easy either 

Way. 
Thanks for your good wishes about my wife's broken wrist. It and she are doing 

rather well. The cast is a bit of a nuisance but she mkkes out. 

She had the second cataract removed yesterday with again fantastic results! Each 

time the opthalmalogist corrtted her lifelong 6-Titigmatism. When he led the the recovery 

room, instead of having .a nurse or volunteer_do that, he boasted, "I've given you a new 

lady! She'll never need those thick glasses again."  

And right now, the day after, she has been working with a tax client for an hour on 

SO. 

We are so lucky to have found him when he was new to the area. 

If there are any daytime talk radio shows in ydur area and you can ?speak to them 

I can go of ter that Judenrat until about 5:30 p.m. and I'd love to. fire asked Gary 

Aguilar to see if he can line one up in the Day are so he, Posner, can get some 

pressure from his mother, and I've asked landolfo to try in the New York area, so Posner 

and Random Nouse can feel thz_itLressuc enough to end their silence, and faceit. 

He knows about my book and he is for the first time without response. 

I've submitted a long article to the New York #eview of gooks on him. Here's hoping! 

lit is a wonderful opeortunity if we can get something started. Relieve me, what 

Pee remains in Pee 	Nem is only a small part of what 1  put together on him and his fraud. 

Thanks and put best, 

/ 
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May 3, 1994 

Mr. Harold Weisberg 
7627 Old Receiver Road 
Frederick, Maryland 21702 

Dear Harold: 

I hasten to respond to your letter of April 30th on my way out of town. I thank 
you for having taken the time to share so much information with me concerning your 
book and Posner. I was sorry to learn that so much had been cut out of your original 
manuscript. It would have been important to get as much out to the public as possible 
concerning the lies and misrepresentations set forth in Case Closed. 

I shall look forward to receiving your comments concerning the JFK chapter in 
my book, Cause of Death.  I do not know if it will be possible to make any corrections 
for the paperback edition. The editor had told me that we had to have all our revisions 
in by the end of January. Nevertheless, I certainly want to have the benefit of your 
thoughts and suggestions, and if at all possible, try to correct any important, definite, and 
confirmed errors in our chapter. 

I hope that I can visit with you sometime this summer. Perhaps the next time I 
travel to D.C., I will drive rather than fly. 

With best wishes. 

Sincerely, 

Cyril H. Wecht, M.D., J.D. 
CHW/mb 
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P.S. I was very sorry to learn that your wife broke her wrist. I hope that it is healing 
well, and that she will not have any residual functional or anatomic defect. 


